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Abstract
We study the problem of regularization of inverse problems adopting a purely data driven approach,

by using the similarity to the method of regularization by projection. We provide an application of a
projection algorithm, utilized and applied in frames theory, as a data driven reconstruction procedure
in inverse problems, generalizing the algorithm proposed by the authors in Inverse Problems 36 (2020),
n. 12, 125009, based on an orthonormalization procedure for the training pairs. We show some
numerical experiments, comparing the different methods.
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1. Introduction

Inverse problems are concerned with the reconstruction of an unknown quantity u ∈ U from its indirect
measurements y ∈ Y which are related by the forward model T : U → Y that describes the relationship
between the quantities of interest and the measurements. The forward operator T models the physics of
data acquisition and may involve, for instance, integral transforms (such as the Radon transform, see for
instance [12, 13, 9]) and partial differential equations (PDEs) (see for instance [8, 16]).
Previously inverse problems were considered model driven, meaning that the physics and chemistry of the
acquisition process were expressed as accurately as possible with mathematical formulas. Typically this
allows to write the inverse problem as an operator equation

Tu = y . (1.1)

With the rise of the area of big data, data driven approaches (that means avoiding modeling of the
operator T ) have emerged (see [2]). They are attractive because they do not require the forward operator
explicitly, and often yield superior visual quality of the reconstruction. Instead these approaches require a
series of training data.
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2 Data driven reconstruction using frames and Riesz bases

Currently there is no adequate theory for purely data driven regularisation in inverse problems, i.e. a
theory in the setting when the forward operator is given only via n training pairs

{ui, yi} such that Tui = yi for all i = 1, . . . , n. (1.2)

We call {ui} training inputs and {yi} training outputs, respectively. In [3] we made a first step of an
analysis for purely data driven regularization by utilizing the similarity to the concept of regularization by
projection. We demonstrated that regularisation by projection [15, 6] and variational regularisation [14]
can be formulated in a data driven setting and usual results such as convergence and stability can be
obtained.
As mentioned above, the proposed method in [3] does not require the explicit knowledge of the operator
T but only information on training pairs. For practical applications and in theoretical considerations
the training pairs need to be orthonormalized, which we implemented via Gram-Schmidt in [3]. This
paper evaluates alternatives to the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization, such as Householder reflections,
QR decomposition, and in particular frame decompositions. The latter can be analyzed along the lines of
[3] when the frame forms a Riesz basis.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review basic results from [3]. In Section 3 we review
basic facts on frames and Riesz bases, which are applied in Section 4 to data driven regularization. Finally
we present numerical results in Section 5.

2. Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization as in [3]

In this section, we recall the main idea used in [3] of data-driven projection methods for reconstructions.
Let T be an operator acting between Hilbert spaces, i.e., T : U → Y. The operator T is assumed to be
linear, bounded and injective. We consider Equation 1.1 from the introduction.
Let Un and Yn be finite-dimensional subspaces (of dimension n) of the Hilbert spaces U and Y , respectively.
Let PHn represent the orthogonal projection operator onto Hn, which is either Hn = Un or Hn = Yn.
In the sequel we denote by u† the solution of Equation 1.1 and we assume that the training inputs {ui}
from Equation 1.2 are linearly independent and consequently, due to the injectivity of the operator T , the
same holds for {yi}.
Finally, it is assumed that Un ⊂ Un+1 and Yn ⊂ Yn+1, for all n and⋃

n∈N
Un = U ,

⋃
n∈N
Yn = R(T ). (2.1)

Regularization by projection consists in approximating the solution u† of Equation 1.1 by the minimum
norm solution of the projected equation

TPUn
u = y, (2.2)

where PUn is the orthogonal projection operator onto Un. The minimum norm solution of this equation is
unique and is given by

uUn = (TPUn
)†y, (2.3)

where (TPUn)† denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of the operator TPUn ([11]). The projection takes place
in the space U , hence the superscript in our notation uUn .

The topic of [3] was to find uUn by making use of the training pairs Equation 1.2 without explicit
knowledge of the operator T .

This was numerically realized by application of the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure to the
training outputs {yi}∞i=1, resulting in an orthonormal basis

{
yi

}∞
i=1. That is

yi =
yi −

∑i−1
k=1

〈
yi, yk

〉
yk

‖yi − PYi−1yi‖
for all i ∈ N,

and consequently with Tui = yi we get

ui =
ui −

∑i−1
k=1

〈
yi, yk

〉
uk

‖yi − PYi−1yi‖
for all i ∈ N;
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As shown in [3], (TPUn
)† = T−1PYn

, hence we get the following reconstruction formula

uUn = T−1PYn
y =

n∑
i=1

〈
y, yi

〉
ui and TuUn =

n∑
i=1

〈
y, yi

〉
yi. (2.4)

Remark 2.1 We stress that this algorithm doesn’t require the explicit knowledge of the operator T .

2.1.Weak convergence. We recall a weak convergence result from [3], which is actually formulated for
the orthonormalized training inputs {ui} of {ui} via Gram-Schmidt. Moreover, we define Tui = yi.
To prove weak convergence of the reconstruction formula Equation 2.4 for n→∞, we posed in [3] some
assumptions on {ui, yi}. This seems better suited for inverse problems, because if {ui} is orthonormal,
the sequence {‖yi‖} can be expected to converge to 0, or in other words one may expect some decay in
the coefficients of the expansions of {yi}.

Assumption 2.2 Let

(i)
∑∞

i=1 |〈u†, ui〉| <∞;

(ii) For every n ∈ N and any i > n+1 consider the following expansion PYn
yi =

∑n
j=1 β

i,n
j yj . We assume

that there exists some C > 0 such that for every n ∈ N and every i > n+ 1,
∑n

j=1(βi,n
j )2 6 C.

Theorem 2.3 (Theorems 9 and 11 in [3]) Let y be the exact right-hand side of Equation 1.1 and
{ui, yi}n

i=1 the training pairs defined in Equation 1.2. Let Assumption 2.2 hold, then uUn converges weakly
to u†.

3. Basics on Frames and Riesz-bases

This section is devoted to collect some notations, utilized in the rest of the paper, and useful results on
frames’ theory.
In this section, H represents a generic Hilbert space. We denote by ‖·‖ the norm induced by the inner
product in H, denoted by 〈·, ·〉.

Definition 3.1 A sequence {fi}∞i=1 of elements in H is a frame for H if there exist constants A,B > 0
such that

A‖f‖2 6
∞∑

i=1
| 〈f, fi〉 |2 6 B‖f‖2 for all f ∈ H, (3.1)

where A,B are called frames bounds.

It follows from the definition that if {fi}∞i=1 is a frame for H, then

span {fi}
∞
i=1 = H .

There exist some operators associated to a frame

• F : l2(N)→ H, called synthesis operator

Fci =
∞∑

i=1
cifi.

• F ∗ : H → l2(N), the adjoint operator of F , called analysis operator

F ∗f = {〈f, fi〉}∞i=1 .
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• S : H → H, called frame operator

S = FF ∗, Sf = FF ∗f =
∞∑

i=1
〈f, fi〉 fi.

S is bounded, invertible, self-adjoint and positive and for every f ∈ H

Sf =
∞∑

i=1
〈f, fi〉 fi

is unconditionally convergent (see [4]).

The following theorem follows from the properties of S.

Theorem 3.2 Let {fi}∞i=1 be a frame with frame operator S. Then

f =
∞∑

i=1
〈f, S−1fi〉fi for all f ∈ H (3.2)

and

f =
∞∑

i=1
〈f, fi〉S−1fi for all f ∈ H. (3.3)

Both series are unconditionally convergent.

For our purposes we are interested in a special class of frames, that is Riesz bases. For reader’s convenience,
we recall here their definition, see for more details [4].

Definition 3.3 (Riesz’s basis) Let {ei}∞i=1 be an orthonormal basis for H. A Riesz basis {fi}∞i=1 for
H is a family of the form {fi}∞i=1 = {Lei}∞i=1 where L : H → H is a bounded and bijective operator.

As a consequence of the previous definition, a Riesz basis is ω-independent, that is

∞∑
i=1

cifi = 0 ⇒ ci = 0 for all i.

We summarize some of the properties of Riesz basis in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.4 A Riesz basis {fi}∞i=1 for H is a frame for H, i.e., it satisfies Equation 3.1, and the
Riesz basis bounds coincide with the frame bounds A and B. Moreover

(i) {fi}∞i=1 and
{
S−1fi

}∞
i=1 are biorthogonal, i.e., 〈fi, S

−1fj〉 = δij, where δij is the Kronecker symbol;

(ii) for each f ∈ H there exists a unique sequence of scalars {ci}∞i=1 such that f =
∑∞

i=1 cifi and∑∞
i=1 |ci|2 <∞;

(iii) for every finite scalar sequence {ci}, it holds

A

∞∑
i=1
|ci|2 6

∥∥∥ ∞∑
i=1

cifi

∥∥∥2
6 B

∞∑
i=1
|ci|2. (3.4)

Finally, as a consequence of the previous properties for Riesz basis, it holds

Proposition 3.5 Let J be a countable index set. Any subfamily {fi}i∈J is a Riesz basis for its closed
linear spanning set span {fi}i∈J , with bounds A and B.

We refer to [5, 4] for more details and some literature on the topic.
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4. Data driven regularization by frames and Riesz bases

We propose a reconstruction algorithm based on projection methods onto finite-dimensional subspaces,
similar to the one discussed in Section 2. However, now, compared with Section 2, we consider the case
when {yi}∞i=1 forms a frame for Y. Associated with the frame is the synthesis operator F and the Frame
operator S on Y. We assume that {yi}n

i=1 is a frame on Yn := Span {yi : i = 1, . . . , n} as well. The
corresponding restricted frame operator Sn : Yn → Yn is given by Sny =

∑n
i=1〈y, yi〉yi, and therefore

because of Theorem 3.2
y =

n∑
i=1

〈
y, S−1

n yi

〉
yi for all y ∈ Yn. (4.1)

Note that for every y ∈ Y, PYny ∈ Yn and therefore, because 〈PYny, yj〉 = 〈y, yj〉 we get

PYny =
n∑

i=1

〈
PYny, S

−1
n yi

〉
yi =

n∑
i=1

〈
y, S−1

n yi

〉
yi for all y ∈ Y. (4.2)

Using the injectivity hypothesis on the operator T , we find that

uUn =
n∑

i=1

〈
y, S−1

n yi

〉
ui and TuUn =

n∑
i=1

〈
y, S−1

n yi

〉
yi. (4.3)

Remark 4.1 This is the comparable formula for the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure
Equation 2.4. In order to identify the unknown coefficients

〈
y, S−1

n yi

〉
, we proceed as in [1]: It follows

from Equation 4.2 that

〈y, yj〉 = 〈PYny, yj〉 =
〈

n∑
i=1

〈
y, S−1

n yi

〉
yi, yj

〉
=

n∑
i=1

〈
y, S−1

n yi

〉
〈yi, yj〉 for all yj ∈ Yn, (4.4)

or in other words

GUnX = Y with GUn = (〈yi, yj〉)n
i,j=1 , X =

(〈
y, S−1

n yi

〉)n

i=1 and Y = (〈y, yj〉)n
j=1 . (4.5)

Equation 4.4 can be implemented for reconstruction.

4.1.Weak convergence. Following the analysis in [3] a similar result as Theorem 2.3 on weak conver-
gence can be obtained for Riesz bases. In this case Gram-Schmidt orthormalization is replaced by the
calculation of dual frame.

Assumption 4.2 Now, we assume that the training inputs

{ui}∞i=1 form a Riesz basis for U . (4.6)

We emphasize that the assumption that the image data form a Riesz basis is only necessary for the
theoretical analysis. In practical applications we only require the knowledge of a dual frame to implement
Equation 4.3.
As a consequence of Equation 3.3 we see that

u† =
∞∑

i=1

〈
u†, S−1ui

〉
ui and therefore also y =

∞∑
i=1

〈
u†, S−1ui

〉
yi.

Then, we consider the projection onto Yn that is

PYn
y =

∞∑
i=1

〈
u†, S−1ui

〉
PYn

yi

Note that in comparison with Equation 4.2 here the inverse of the frame operator S on U is used, and not
Sn on Un.
We investigate weak convergence of the Riesz bases based approximation:
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Definition 4.3 (Riesz bases based approximation) We define

ũUn := T−1PYn
y =

∞∑
i=1

〈
u†, S−1ui

〉
T−1PYn

yi. (4.7)

We can represent T−1PYnyi in terms of the Riesz basis, for all n and i, that is

T−1PYn
yi =

∞∑
j=1

ci,n
j uj . (4.8)

To study the convergence of the sequence ũUn , we need some assumptions about the coefficients of the
expansion in Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.8.

Lemma 4.4 Let {ui}∞i=1 be a Riesz basis. If (
〈
u†, S−1ui

〉
)∞i=1 ∈ l1 and, for every i and n,

∑∞
j=1

∣∣∣ci,n
j

∣∣∣2 <
C, where C is independent of i and n, then ‖ũUn‖ is bounded.

Proof: Apply Hölder inequality to Equation 4.7, i.e.,

‖ũUn‖ 6
∞∑

i=1
|
〈
u†, S−1ui

〉
| supi‖T−1PYn

yi‖

and, thanks to Equation 4.8 and the assumption on
∑∞

j=1

∣∣∣ci,n
j

∣∣∣2, we have that

∥∥T−1PYn
yi

∥∥2 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑

j=1
ci,n

j uj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

6 B
∞∑

j=1

∣∣∣ci,n
j

∣∣∣2 <∞.
The assertion follows using the hypothesis on the coefficients (

〈
u†, S−1ui

〉
)∞i=1. �

Theorem 4.5 Let the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4 hold. Then the sequence Equation 4.7 is weakly convergent
to u†.

In the next section, we show some numerical experiments and comparisons between orthonormalization
procedures and the reconstruction formula Equation 4.3.

5. Numerical Experiments

The goal of this section is to present numerical experiments illustrating the reconstruction with Equation 4.3
and Equation 4.4 and compare it with different orthonormalization procedures, such as Gram-Schmidt
originally proposed in [3], Householder reflections and the QR decomposition.
General Structure of the Experiments. For the numerical experiments, the operator T : L2(Ω) −→
L2(R× [0, π)) is the Radon transform with a parallel beam geometry (see [9]), which is the same example
as considered in [3]. The finite-dimensional training pairs are denoted in this section via the notation
{~ui, ~yi}n

i=1, where ~ui ∈ Rk and ~yi ∈ Rh, for some h, k ∈ N.
Each data set includes n different pictures, where each picture consists of N pixels represented as N points,
with a gray scale intensity in [0, 1], which can be represented as linearly independent elements of RN .
They are used as training data and Radon transformed by the built-in MATLAB-function for K different
angles with θk ∈ [0, π). This provides n different elements of RM×K ' RM ·K , where M is the length of a
Radon projection at a specific angle. In the case of quadratic pictures with size

√
N ×

√
N , this implies

that M ≈
√

2 ·N, which is the length of the diagonal of the square. In order to receive the preimages, the
orthonormal system {~y1, . . . , ~yn} is backtransformed via the exact inverse Radon transform. This makes it
possible to investigate the quality of the procedure by comparing these results to the validation data sets.
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5.1. Orthonormalization procedures. In this section we compare Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
procedure, QR decomposition and Householder reflection for solving Equation 2.4.

Gram-Schmidt method. The vectors defined by ci :=
{
~yi −

∑i−1
j=1〈~yi, ~yj〉~yj

}n

i=1
are an orthogonal

system (see [7]). After normalizing, we get the orthonormal system by ~yi := ci

‖ci‖ . The computational
effort of this algorithm is O(MKn2). It is possible to rearrange these calculation steps to make the
computational procedure more stable of numerical errors, whereas the computational effort stays the same.
This algorithm can be found in [7] and is used here for further computations.
QR decomposition. By writing all vectors ~yi as columns of a matrix and performing the MATLAB
native QR decomposition, we receive an orthonormal system with the same span as the columns of the
original matrix, since the columns of Q represent an orthonormal system. The computational effort of
this algorithm is O(M2K2n−MKn2 + n3/3).
Householder reflection method. By applying Householder transformations to the set, one receives an
orthonormal system of vectors. The computational effort of this algorithm is O(M2K2n−MKn2 +n3/3).

5.1.1 Accuracy of the orthonormalization procedures

We investigate the stability of the algorithms on the example of our imaging application. We assume the
set
{
~yi

}n

i=1 being available and analyse the error of the resulting orthonormal system. We first define an
appropriate measure of this error, which quantifies the success of the orthonormalization procedure as a
numerical value.
Definition 5.1 For a set

{
~yi

}n

i=1 ⊂ RM ·K , which is assumed to be approximately orthonormal, we define
the matrix Y ∈ Rn×n by

(Yij) := 〈~yi, ~yj〉.
Furthermore, we define the orthonormality error εortho by

εortho := ‖Y − I‖,

where I denotes the Rn×n identity matrix and ‖ · ‖ maximum absolute column sum of the matrix.

We test the methods on the example of the Sunflower data set from www.kaggle.com/alxmamaev/flowers-
recognition with different numbers of images and plot the error εortho over the number n. We furthermore
investigate the impact of random permutation of the images, before the method is applied. The results
can be observed in Fig. 1-Fig. 3.

Figure 1. Gram-Schmidt method Figure 2. Householder reflections Figure 3. QR decomposition in MATLAB

We see that the error increases with an increased number of images. The sequential order of the images
generates slight deviations, but the increasing trend remains similar. We can furthermore observe that
the numerical errors of the Gram-Schmidt method (∼10−12) are 1 to 2 magnitudes larger that the
orthonormalization errors of the Householder reflections (∼10−13) and the QR decomposition in MATLAB
(∼10−14). So, we choose the QR decomposition for further comparisons.

5.2. Comparison of QR decomposition with Equation 4.5. Our goal now is to compare the “best
orthonormalization procedure”, namely the QR decomposition, with the reconstruction via Equation 4.5.
This comparison is done via the backtransformation of the test data. On the one side, we will compare
the two methods in terms of computational efficiency. On the other hand, we will compare the methods
in terms of the reconstructed images.
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5.2.1 Computational efficiency

Here we compare the computational efficiency of Equation 4.5 with the computational efficiency of the
native QR decomposition. In our case, the reconstruction via Equation 4.5 has clear advantages over the
reconstruction via the QR decomposition. For the experiments, a 2,4 GHz 8-Core Intel Core i9 processor
is used.

101 102 103
10 -3

10 -2

10 -1

100

101

102

103

Figure 4. Time comparison

5.2.2 Visual observations

This section observes the reconstructed images of the methods visually. Applying the method on the
Radon transforms of the test images, we can compare the original test image with the output of our
algorithm. Additionally, we compare the projected Radon transform Qny to the Radon transform of the
validation data set.

Sunflower data set. We use n = 726 training images (150 × 150 pixels each) of the sunflower data
set. Seven additional images, which are not part of the training images are used as test images. These
test images contain 4 images with typical motives of sunflowers, where a good approximation on base
of the training data is expected and further 3 images with atypical content. On each test image, the
reconstruction procedure is applied individually. The results can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6.

We observe a better similarity of the pictures in Fig. 5, since due to the similarity of sunflowers, the Radon
transformations of sunflower motives can be assumed to be closer to the finite dimensional subspace
spanned by the training data, than other arbitrary motives.
Furthermore, we could see that the reconstruction via Equation 4.5 proceeds at a similar level to the
reconstruction via the QR decomposition.

Digits data set. Similar observations are made with a digits data set [10] with n = 95 and n = 995
training images (28×28 pixels each) and 5 test images in Figs. 7–8. We see that in the case of n = 995, the
reconstruction via Equation 4.5 works clearly better than the reconstruction via the QR decomposition.
The images are much less blurred.
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(a) Validation data set

(b) QR decomposition

(c) Reconstruction with Equation 4.5

Figure 5. Reconstructed images via the different methods in comparison to the validation
data set for sunflower pictures.

(a) Validation data set

(b) QR decomposition

(c) Reconstruction with Equation 4.5

Figure 6. Reconstructed images via the different methods in comparison to the validation
data set for untypical pictures of the data set, which contain a person and where the sunflower
motive is only incidental.

(a) Validation data set

(b) QR decomposition

(c) Reconstruction with Equation 4.5

Figure 7. Number of training images: 95.
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(a) Validation data set

(b) QR decomposition

(c) Reconstruction with Equation 4.5

Figure 8. Number of training images: 995.

6. Conclusions

We have adapted the projection method applied in frames theory to a data driven reconstruction algorithm
for solving inverse problems. We have shown some numerical experiments comparing the reconstruction
formula Equation 4.5 with the one in Equation 2.4, proposed by the authors in [3], which is based on
orthonormalization procedures. Numerical results based on the frame method are promising, shown that,
with a big amount of training pairs, reconstructions are better than those provided by Equation 2.4, see,
for example, Figure 8 and with a lower cost in terms of computational time. Studies on convergence
results and rates will be the focus of future works.
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